Proclamation of

Gene Arendt and Rick Tunstall

WHEREAS, Gene Arendt and Rick Tunstall have been very supportive of mathematics education in the Southern California area; and

WHEREAS, Gene Arendt and Rick Tunstall have often invited TODOS members to their professional development efforts; and

WHEREAS, Gene Arendt and Rick Tunstall have supported the TODOS-TI Steering Committee by sponsoring a meeting of the members; and

WHEREAS, Gene Arendt and Rick Tunstall have supported the TODOS-TI project by attending the trainings and meetings with the TODOS-TI California leaders; and

WHEREAS, Gene Arendt and Rick Tunstall have provided TODOS leaders with many ideas to recruit new TODOS members; and

WHEREAS, Gene Arendt and Rick Tunstall have provided TODOS with booth space at professional conferences; and
WHEREAS, Gene Arendt and Rick Tunstall have promoted TODOS at conferences by displaying TODOS materials at Texas Instruments booths; and

WHEREAS, Gene Arendt and Rick Tunstall have provided calculators and materials to student awardees and their teachers in the San Diego area; and

WHEREAS, Gene and Rick always have a smile on their faces, a hand to lend, lots of enthusiasm, and are just good guys.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT PROCLAIMED by the TODOS: Mathematics for ALL Board that we pause during our national meeting to recognize and honor Gene Arendt and Rick Tunstall for their efforts to support the mission of TODOS and to support the mathematics proficiency of ALL students, and in particular, Hispanic/Latino students and English learners.

Proclaimed this 23rd day of April, 2010.

_______________________  _______________________
José M. Franco       Nora G. Ramirez
TODOS President      TODOS Past President